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About This Game

Ants is an especially challenging game of skill where you have to solve diverse and interesting puzzles that can be solved by
using the different tools you get on each stage. Note that each level has a unique solution and you will have to find it by using

previous and current stage clues. A correct solution will lead you to the next level and so on until getting to a complete solution
and finishing the game.

Inspired By Lemmings!
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That morning there were no signs of trouble. Ants were working peacefully, when the storm suddenly rose and carried them far
away.

Now, the ants have to find their way back home, through all obstacles and dangers.

They have all the necessary equipment in order to:
- Climb the walls

- Sail through waters
- Build tunnels

- Skydive
- Dig the pits

- Run through mazes

But to get back home poor ants will need to use the equipment wisely. And now you are the only one who can help them.
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Title: Ants! Mission of the salvation
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SteelSeed
Publisher:
Starwind Games
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron or AMD Athlon II X2/A-series

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Graphics 3000 or later, any NVidia/AMD card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in sound card

English
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Just can't get into this game. Was not cheap, either. I ought to have loved this game as I was brought up on gamebooks.
But...there's just something off about it.. Decent RPG with porn elements, but all porn elements are optional. ... unless you want
the achievments...
. Has great great potential and I will totally rebuy the game soon, but as of right now the animations are way too clunky, the
pocket system is kind of bad, etc. Just pretty much full of bugs, but I am sure down the road this game will be incredibly
addictive.. Basicly diablo in space. Graphics are nice, but other then that, it's really slow and weapons are powerless toy guns.
Some rpg elements with attribute and skill points, but felt kinda shallow. Didn't get that far in story, as it was slow that felt like
forever to get through first levels running here and there. Also very few items to drop so the gameplay starts repeating really
fast. Shoot, shoot, dodge, shoot, shoot... Game in itself that that bad, but gameplay could been better

"Why not?" -purchase if you have lotsa spare time. Or friends who want to share it in co-op.. This game is pretty addictive once
you start playing it.. Frequently crashes in trouble
-------------------------------

windows10 will not play in, but you can not continue with the game out after a while the message.

Why not workaround.

↓
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Assertion failed!

Program: ...ommon\Heroes of Annihilated Empires\engine.exe
File:Gamelnterface.cpp
Line:3956

Expression:(Index>=0&& Index<n)&&_FUNCTION_[0]

For information on how your program can cause an assertion
failure,see the Visual C++ documentation on asserts

(Press Retry to debug the application - JIT must be enabled)
------------------------------------------------------------------------. Brilliant game, Easy to pick up and play RPG.. its cool but u beat a
level and then the loader freezes at 88% and you have to restart the level [ atleast at my case ]. I never thought I could be more
happier killing headcrabs but here it is.. Was hoping it would grow into a decent game. Writing a review as annoyed the
developer has walked away from this utterly unfinished project to start exec assault 2. I will be boycotting exec assault 2 as a
result, until this actually becomes a game. Either way this is a copy of battlezone, from over a decade ago; a copy that is done
soso. its not 'innovative' its a copy. Played this for 4-5 hours, unsure why steam does not log offline time. I\u2019m not here to
provide Valve online metrics, but play games that I own.
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I bought this game as part of a bundle and days/weeks later I finally tried out the games I bought.

Mad Bullets was one hell of a funny ride back to the good old arcade light-gun shooters like Point Blank.

The game has no story, it is simply about all the shooting and fun, it has a super fitting soundtrack, a ton of funny ideas, mini
games, levels etc. Absolutely recommend it. The full price of 2 euro $2,50? is a steal.. Frustrating but fun. 1st Russian VN I
played - it's free - ES (Everlasting Summer). Definitely in my top3 VN of all-time. Playthrough of all routes takes more than 20
hours.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/331470/

2nd Russian VN I played - it's paid - RHS (Russian Horror Story) - one of worst story. A lot of spelling errors, terrible font to
read... annoying music. I don't mind graphics at all.
It says about some typical Russian stuff like "pelmeni" - English speakers won't know what it is... it could have a renpy.notify
with explanation... ugh... but no, why bother, right?
PS: I'm gonna screenshot every grammar issues or typos I encounter during playthrough.
PS2: So, 3 hours in game with some AFK periods for all routes... nono... unpleasant game.. Honestly can't recommend the BiA
series enough, ofcourse play the first one (hill 30) before this if you havn't as its story links directly to that one and you'll
appreciate the characters more.
Gameplay is fun, still in 2016, and the voice acting/story creates a very immersive experience. If one of your troops fall you
really feel bad about it, especially since you're the one that told them to be in the line of fire.

easily a 10/10 experience. the level design keeps things fresh through the whole campaign and the gun handling still feels good
to this day.. needs greater breadth of triva. repeat questions emerge after only a few plays
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